
 

WFDF World Ultimate & Guts Championships 

 

The format of Guts championship and others related things are determined as follows. 

 

○Method of Play 

 ・Ranking is determined by pool play and final tournament. (Teams of same country in the final match are 

allowed.) 

 ・21points 1 game match for pool play, 21points 3 game match (two out of three match) for final tournament.  

Every team will be ranked. 

・Change courts when the total point of both teams is a multiple number of 11. 

・Substitutions may be made, at any time, after one team reaches 11 points in the match. 

・Schedule of matches may change for convenience of operation, weather, etc. Please note that the schedule 

is considered about teams also attending Ultimate Division. 

 

○Procedure of Games 

・At the start of play, offence and defense should be determined by disc flipping method. In the 2nd and 3rd 

game, the team that lost the prior game has the option of choosing to make the first throw or choosing the 

side of the field they will defend. 

・There are no “ace system” in this championship (*). The player who was nearest to the passing point of the 

disc will become the next thrower. If the defense team cannot judge who was the nearest, the thrower should 

tell who. 

 * “Ace system” means the designation of next thrower after the score the receiver couldn’t touch the disc. 

・There are no timeouts during a game. Please try to work smoothly also when there is an arguing point. 

・Five minutes’ break should be held between games. 

・Scorer and timekeeper are arranged at each court. 

・No observers are arranged in the matches. If you need an observer, captains of each team should discuss so 

before the start of play, and ask another team to be an observer. 

・In this championship, for the first time in Guts games, Spirits of the Game Award is presented. Please 

make sure to score the other team after each match. 

 

○Others 

・The site is an artificial grass soccer ground, much similar to natural grass. We 

will recommend wearing soccer shoes during play. 

・We will recommend Guts gloves as shown in the picture, which are inexpensive. 

・If there is anything that needs a special judge, the tournament director has the 

final say. 

・There is a captain meeting held at the meeting room in clubhouse, on July 

9th(Mon) 10:00-12:00. 

 

We hope each team will work games smoothly, judge cleanly and have a spirit to appreciate other’s play. 
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